RayGun® - Social Navigator

RayGun is a white label navigation and social networking application featuring 3D city interfaces. It runs on cell phones, PND's and in-car systems using most popular mobile operating systems.

Features

- Multi-user XMPP chat and VOIP support
- Friend finding and communications
- Import buddy lists from AOL, iChat, Google etc.
- “In Game” advertising and tracking
- Works as a “stand alone” or “client / server”
- Photo and video and sharing
- “Turn by turn” directions via deCarta
- Chipset optimized for top performance
- 2D and high-resolution 3D user interface
- Highest frame rate performance in the industry
- Support for real-time weather and traffic information
- Uses 100+ mobile optimized Planet 9 city models
- Also uses city data from Navteq, Tele Atlas etc.
- Linux, Win XP/Vista/CE, iPhone, QNX, Android

About Planet 9 Studios
Planet 9 Studios supplies data and technology to bring 3D city interfaces to mobile products

www.planet9.com